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By Kimberly Olson

Want to thrive in your career? Get that promotion? Lead 
your team to dazzling accomplishments? Bringing the 
right skills and mind-set to the job can take you there.

We asked experts which key qualities and practices can help 
power a woman’s career and make her a more e� ective leader. 
Happily, research shows that some of these “superpowers” tend 
to come naturally to women, and all of them can be developed—
leading to remarkable results. 

10 essential qualities for success

Transformational leadership

� ere are many leader-
ship styles—from 
tactical theory to 
contingent leadership—
but two have been linked 
to gender. 

business school professor, researcher, and 
author of � e Power of Perception: Leadership, 
Emotional Intelligence, and the Gender Divide.
“It’s common in business and politics. You 
scratch my back, I’ll scratch yours.”

� en there’s transformational leader-
ship, built around collective problem-
solving and decision-making, ethics, and 
long-term goals. “Women are naturally 
transformational leaders because of 
their strengths in empathy, building 
relationships, communication skills, and 
what they notice, focusing on emotion,” 
Andrews says. “And here’s the cool part: 

there’s substantial data to 
show that for organizations 
today—highly competitive, 

diverse workforces, highly matrixed—
transformational leadership is a style of 
leadership that companies need.”

Develop Your Career Superpowers
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Transactional leadership, associated 
with how men lead, is an exchange be-
tween leader and follower. “A 
boss may say, ‘Hey, Joe, if you 
work hard on this project, I’ll 
make sure you get the next promotion 
that comes up,’” says Shawn Andrews, 
EdD, MBA, organizational consultant, 

Accelerate
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Some men, too, are great transforma-
tional leaders. “Gandhi is a classic ex-
ample,” says Andrews. “He transformed 
millions of people and, in the process, 
was transformed himself. But these 
traits are natural for women.”

Divergent problem-solving 

Women tend to use a 
decision-making approach 
called divergent thinking 
that can be a career 
superpower. “� ink of a 

radar that scans the environment,” 
Andrews says. “Women do the same 
thing. � ey scan the environment and 
consider the impact of a decision on 
multiple factors. How’s this going to 
a� ect the team’s stress levels? Our 
customers? Women tend to analyze more 
and then make a decision, so the chances 
of having to repeat the decision are less.”

� at contrasts with convergent 
thinking, which is more natural for 
men. “Men tend not to be distracted by 
extraneous variables, focusing on that 
one issue,” Andrews says. “It’s quick, 
e�  cient. � e downside is that men 
oftentimes miss alternatives that would 
have been better.”

� ese di� ering approaches arise be-
cause of certain di� erences in men’s and 
women’s neuroanatomy, as well as how 
we’re socialized. Both approaches have 
bene� ts, but most workplaces today 
remain masculine cultures, so divergent 
thinking brings great value to organiza-
tions. As Andrews says, “We need to 
bring that full spectrum of perspective.”

Uni-tasking

While considering various 
factors is a strength, 
women should focus on 
doing one task at a time. 

“You have the image of a 
woman on her cell phone, with the kid in 
her lap while talking to her husband,” says 
Bisila Bokoko, an entrepreneur and con-
sultant who has helped take companies 
global. “We’ve been told for so long that 
we should do everything and do it right, 
and then we have a nervous breakdown.”

Neuroscience research published in 
PLOS One reveals that women are no 
better than men at juggling tasks. In 
fact, only 2.5 percent of people can 
multitask e� ectively. For the rest of us, 
dividing our attention impairs our ability 
to function well—and may undermine 
our ability to perform even simple tasks.

“When you’re trying to catch two rabbits 
at the same time, you don’t catch any,” 
o� ers Bokoko, who says sustained focus 
on the task in front of you is a superpower 
that pays o� . “Be focused on what you’re 
doing, and then do the next thing.”

Empathy 

Empathy, which fosters 
collaboration and 
encourages team 
members to share their 
ideas, is a (possibly 

underappreciated) superpower. 
“In millions of people who’ve taken 

emotional intelligence assessments world-
wide, men and women are equally emo-
tionally intelligent overall,” Andrews says. 
“However, women score three times higher 
than men in empathy.” Not all women are 
naturally empathetic, but most are. 

“It’s a key leadership trait that women 
can and should be leveraging, especially 
today, given the environment we’re in, 
when people are craving empathy,” An-
drews says. “And it’s the one trait that’s 
been shown, over and over again in stud-
ies, to be lacking the most in leaders.”

Empathy is key to forging solid inter-
personal relationships and a sense of 
community—something that women 
have done for ages. After Harriet Tubman 
gained her freedom, it was the tug of 
empathy that sent her on the harrowing 
journey along the Underground Railroad. 
“Harriet kept coming back, trying to get 
her sister to come,” says Sandra Finley, 
a leadership expert and president, CEO, 
and board chair of the League of Black 
Women. “Her sister would not leave her 
children, so she brought other people out. 
So the change bringer needs to account 
for the need for the larger collective.”

In the modern workplace, those 
empathic tendencies take new form. 

“You have a small, � nite group of people 
who are still in charge,” says Francine 
Parham, a leadership expert, author, and 
CEO of FrancineParham & Co. “I put 
my leg in the door, you put your leg in 
behind me.”

Intuition

Women also bene� t 
from having a certain 
Spidey sense. “I’ll 
give you an example,” 
Andrews says. “A 

group of team members were watching 
two leaders in a discussion in another 
room, through glass. When the meeting 
was over, the group was asked, ‘What 
were your takeaways from watching this 
interaction?’ One of the women said, 
‘� ey don’t really like each other very 
much, do they?’” Others hadn’t noticed.

Women tend to pick up on subtle clues 
and nonverbal behaviors more than men 
do, an ability that translates well to the 
workplace. Research conducted by psy-
chologists at Carnegie Mellon, MIT, and 
Union College, for example, found that 
work teams that are adept at reading how 
others feel based on cues like facial expres-
sions and tone of voice perform better.

“My message to women oftentimes is 
don’t discount what you notice, and don’t 
assume other people are seeing what you 
see,” Andrews says. “� e ability to pick up 
on subtleties truly is a strength.”

Listening

Francine Parham—who 
grew up in a big family, 
with parents who were 
civil rights activists—
learned to speak up and 

speak her mind. So her father’s advice as 
she headed o�  to Purdue University came 
as a surprise. He said, “Francine, you 
represent thousands of us. Make sure 
that you listen. Pay attention to what’s 
going on. You don’t always need to be the 
� rst person who says something.” 

His words stuck with her. “I learned 
to speak up when it was important,” she 
says. “And I learned not only to listen, 
but to observe.”
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As she launched her career, she wasn’t 
shy about asking senior leaders for face 
time, to get their perspective. “I got great 
insights,” she says. “I became known by 
Bob and then John, and then Joe.” As 
those conversations evolved into mentor-
ing relationships and she started sharing 
her own ideas, she ascended the ladder. 

Parham says women should listen 
with intent. “Women have that super-
power already in us because we have to 
pay attention—we’ve got our kids, our 
signi� cant other, our work,” she says. 
“But are we paying attention to those 
cues that will help us advance? Pay at-
tention to who’s moving in the organiza-
tion and why they are moving.”

Criticism mining

While some superpowers 
come more naturally, others 
may need to be developed. 
Learning to mine criticism 
for gems is one such skill.

“One of my guiding principles is that 
feedback never tells you anything about 
you—it tells you about the person giving 
the feedback,” says Tara Mohr, author 
and founder of the global Playing Big 
leadership program for women. “� at 
usually meets with skepticism at � rst, 
because corporate cultures are all about 
feedback and the 360. But what are we 
to do with the fact that women get told 
in performance reviews that they’re 
abrasive and men don’t?”

A study conducted by linguist Kieran 
Snyder showed that when women got 
negative feedback at work, it included 
some sort of personality criticism 76 
percent of the time—compared to just 
2 percent of the time for men. 

“We do not want to be taking that stu�  
personally,” Mohr says. “So often, women 
have been trained to be the good student, 
and especially women of color, who have 
had to be twice as much the good student 
to get equally far. We want to do our best.”

Mohr doesn’t recommend ignoring 
criticism—just � ltering it. “Let’s say you 
get feedback that your project manage-
ment skills are lacking,” she says. “If I 
make that about me, I’m probably going 

to feel a little embarrassed or defensive. 
So let me � nd out what it’s telling me 
about the person who gave the feedback. 
What are their expectations? It’s about 
understanding strategically what I need 
to do to thrive in this particular environ-
ment, rather than taking it personally.”

Managing your inner critic

� e criticism coming from 
inside your own head, on the 
other hand, may need to be 
tamed. “� is, for me, was the big 

shocker when I began coaching women,” 
Mohr says. “My clients were so talented and 
bright and had every reason to be con� -
dent. Yet I would constantly hear things 
like, ‘Yeah, but if that was a good idea, surely 
someone else would have brought it up 
already,’ or ‘I’m not ready to take on that 
bigger role now’—things that I could see 
were untrue and yet were so strongly felt.”

Women see that most leaders don’t 
look like them, which helps undermine 
self-con� dence. “We need to manage that 
voice of self-doubt,” Mohr says. “So when 
your inner critic’s talking, you say, ‘Oh, 
I’m hearing from my inner critic. � at’s 
not the heart of me.’ You learn that the 
inner critic is overreactive, and you do 
things in the moment to not take direc-
tion from that voice.”

Celeste Stewart, director of Bold Curios-
ity, who struggled with imposter syn-
drome, used this method before speaking 
at a women’s business conference in South 
Africa. “Before the conference, my inner 
critic showed up very loud,” she says. “I 
kept thinking about all the reasons why 
I am actually not good enough to speak. 
My inner critic nearly disabled me. � en I 
put her in the backseat and asked for my 
inner mentor to take over.” As she walked 
onto the stage, she felt a sense of calm—
and ended up getting raves afterward. 

Grit

People with stamina are more 
likely to accomplish goals, and 
may also be more likely to 
reach senior leadership in 

demanding � elds, according to Harvard 
Business Review.

“Data show that if women are the pri-
mary breadwinner, they’re also the prima-
ry caregiver,” Andrews says. “Women are 
used to juggling lots of things and coming 
up against barriers—whether it be bias or 
stereotypes or lack of access to informal 
networks. Essentially because of women’s 
lived experiences, they develop grit.” 

Andrews suspects that’s especially 
the case for women of color. “For people 
of color to succeed in our workplaces 
today, they would have to be very gritty 
because of the sheer amount of obstacles 
that they come up against,” she says.

“If your goal is to advance in the work-
place, nobody said it was going to be easy,” 
Parham says. “You may not have people in 
the organization who will do for you like 
they may do for a majority male because 
he looks like them. � ese are the realities. 
It is hard work. It is strategic work.”

Self-care

Because it’s hard work, tak-
ing care of yourself is 
paramount. “Self-care is 
our insurance,” Bokoko 

says. “I was working 16 hours a day and 
taking care of my family, so I’m talking from 
experience. You think you’re � ne, but you 
don’t know what’s happening in your body. 
Self-care is good not just for me, but my 
family, friends, and colleagues bene� t too.”

Bokoko schedules “me time” from 5:00 
to 8:00 a.m. “I don’t interact with any hu-
man being,” she says. “I meditate, I write, I 
read something that makes me feel good. 
I don’t read any news. And after eight, I 
have breakfast with my family.”

She also advises women to make time 
for friends, who can help neutralize career 
stress. “Sometimes it’s great to have a good 
cry with your friend and then you feel so 
much better,” she says. “You need that mo-
ment. I think this is a great superpower.”

“When I look at women getting ready 
to change stu� , wherever they are in their 
careers, I go, ‘Look at her—she’s getting 
ready to launch!’” Finley says. “She needs to 
call her sister astronaut and get some intel 
on what it really is like to be weightless.” DW

Kimberly Olson is DW’s managing editor.


